
 

Brazilian butt lifts are the deadliest of all
aesthetic procedures – the risks explained
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The desire for a larger bottom is becoming more popular, with the
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number of so-called Brazilian butt lifts more than doubling in the last
five years.

However, a recent high-profile case involving a doctor in Miami who
was banned from operating after the death of a patient during surgery,
highlights the risks associated with having this procedure. According to
the American Society of Plastic Surgeons, the Brazilian butt lift (BBL)
has the highest rate of death of all aesthetic procedures.

What is a Brazilian butt lift?

Some people have a BBL for aesthetic reasons, but many have it after
losing lots of weight, serious disfigurement after pelvic trauma or
practical problems, such as holding up trousers.

The procedure involves taking fat from areas of the body where it's not
wanted and transplanting it into the glutes to enlarge them.

To be successful, a fat graft needs nutrition and so has to be injected into
tissue that has a blood supply. Fat can survive if injected into other fat,
but up to 90% of it can be absorbed if it is. Fat has more chance of
staying in place if it is inserted into muscle – but this is where the risk
lies.

Injecting fat into the buttock can easily lead to serious problems if done
incorrectly. These include a fat embolism, when fat enters the
bloodstream and blocks a blood vessel. In the lungs, for example, it
blocks oxygen from entering the bloodstream, while in the brain it can
cause a stroke – both can be fatal.

The volume of fat is also important. Most surgeons consider 300ml –
slightly less than a can of soda – to be a safe amount. However, some
more experienced surgeons use a much larger volume of fat that may be
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https://www.plasticsurgery.org/documents/News/Statistics/2017/cosmetic-procedure-trends-2017.pdf
https://www.miamiherald.com/latest-news/article216245690.html
https://www.plasticsurgery.org/news/press-releases/plastic-surgery-societies-issue-urgent-warning-about-the-risks-associated-with-brazilian-butt-lifts
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2049080117302406#bib75
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/embolism/


 

measured in litres.
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Why is the mortality rate so high?

A 2017 survey of 692 surgeons from across the world investigated the
rate of mortality among patients undergoing BBL. Throughout their
careers, the surgeons reported 32 cases of death from a fat embolism and
103 non-fatal cases, but there are probably many more that remain
unreported.
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Fat embolism was recently identified as the leading cause of death in
aesthetic surgery. The estimated death rate from fat embolism may be as
high as one in 3,000 for BBLs. A 2015 study of deaths from BBL
surgery concluded that they probably occur as a result of gluteal blood
vessels becoming damaged during the procedure, allowing fat to enter
the bloodstream. The authors recommended that "buttocks lipoinjection
should be performed very carefully, avoiding injections into deep
muscle planes".

Deaths in the US have caused concern. In one recently reported case in
the US that led to death from a fat embolism, surgeons believed
injections had been made into superficial fat, but at post-mortem fat was
found in the heart and lungs. There was also some evidence of damage to
gluteal blood vessels.

However, it should be noted that fat is also injected into muscle for some
breast enhancement surgery, with no reported deaths. This suggests that
there are other factors involved in the high mortality rate among BBL
patients.

Most of these deaths appear to have been caused by inappropriately
qualified practitioners working in non-approved facilities, including
homes and garages. One Brazilian celebrity plastic surgeon, known as
"Dr. Bumbum", was recently charged with murder after the death of a
patient at his home during surgery.

Other post-surgery problems, such as gangrene and sepsis, can also be
fatal.

Is it worth the risk?

The potential risk of death from a fat embolism has to be weighed
against the benefits, especially in cases where there are physical and
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https://www.plasticsurgery.org/news/press-releases/plastic-surgery-societies-issue-urgent-warning-about-the-risks-associated-with-brazilian-butt-lifts
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26111314
https://www.nbcmiami.com/news/local/NBC-6-Investigation-Prompts-Worldwide-Warning-About-Popular-Cosmetic-Procedure-398954221.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3594781/Death-mother-two-29-following-liposuction-buttocks-augmentation-surgery-caused-fat-clots-lungs-heart.html
https://academic.oup.com/asj/article/37/7/811/3868431
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/aug/16/dr-bumbum-charged-over-death-of-patient-after-operation
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/3899372/youngest-euromillions-winner-jane-park-is-fighting-for-her-life-with-sepsis-after-brazilian-bum-lift-went-wrong/


 

functional benefits to having the surgery. In the case of the Brazilian butt
lift, perhaps the risks outweigh the benefits.

Nevertheless, in a celebrity and beauty obsessed society, the procedure
remains popular, despite the risks. So it is important that surgeons make
the risks of the procedure very clear to anyone considering it. Patient
safety should always be the top priority. And surgeons need to do more
to increase the safety of the procedure and lower the unnecessarily high
mortality rate.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the 
original article.
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